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Abstract

This paper reports the interdisciplinary approach of simultaneous use of a stereological method, namely the
five parameter analysis (FPA) method and the grain boundary character distribution (GBCD) in cemented
carbides. There are six major aspects: i) the background and motivations of the interdisciplinary approach,
ii) the principle of the FPA method, iii) orientation texture of boundary planes with specific misorientations
via λ(∆g, n) mode in cemented carbide, iv) orientation texture of habit planes regardless of misorientations
via λ(n) mode in cemented carbide, v) application of the FPA method to serial cemented carbide samples and
vi) boundary sort methods before using the FPA method. The work aims at presenting beneficial reference for
studying structural and distribution features of special coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries in a statistical
manner, and in turn increasing the knowledge about the structure-property relationship in cemented carbides.
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I. Introduction

Cemented carbide is a kind of cermet material that is

widely used in cutting, machining, mining and drilling

fields due to its excellent properties of hardness, wear

resistance and fracture strength. The major constituents

of the cemented carbides are the hard and brittle carbide

phase (for example, tungsten carbide, for increasing

wear resistance) dispersed in the soft and ductile binder

phases (for example, cobalt, for increasing toughness).

Spontaneously, two major boundary types in cemented

carbides should be observed: the one is carbide/carbide

grain boundary (the boundary between carbide phases)

and the other is carbide/binder phase boundary (the

boundary between carbide phase and binder phase).

For carbide/carbide grain boundary, coincidence site

lattice (CSL) model is generally used to describe the lat-

tice arrangement at the carbide/carbide boundary loca-

tions (with a Σ value representing the reciprocal den-

sity of coinciding lattice sites). For tungsten carbide,

disregarding equivalents, 50 kinds of CSL boundaries

can occur theoretically (Table 1) [1–3]. Compared with

the random distribution [4], the Σ2 boundary, which has

a 90°/[101̄0] misorientation, is found to be the most
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frequently occurring boundary type. Since the c/a ra-

tio of tungsten carbide (0.976) is not exactly equal to

1, strictly speaking, Σ2 boundary is a kind of “ap-

proximate” CSL boundary. Studies about Σ2 bound-

ary mainly concern the lattice features of Σ2 boundary

[5–8], lattice defects accompanied by Σ2 boundary [9],

formation and development of Σ2 boundary [10,11] as

well as the response of Σ2 boundary to plastic deforma-

tion [12].

For the carbide/binder phase boundary, studies

mainly concern the interaction between carbide phase

and binder phase, which includes coating [13,14], pen-

etration [15] and wetting [16] of binder phase to car-

bide phase. Meanwhile, different from the ordinary bulk

phases, specific interfacial phases (named as “complex-

ion”) are in existence especially at carbide/binder phase

boundary locations and exhibit equilibrium thermody-

namic states. It has been addressed that the formation

energy of carbide phase can be affected by doping of

certain additives at phase boundary locations [17–21].

At the locations of either carbide/carbide grain

boundaries or carbide/binder phase boundaries, an-

isotropies, that is, property difference by referring

to the orientation or Miller index of crystallographic

planes, are intact [22]. Among these anisotropies, en-

ergy anisotropy [23,24] would determine the boundary
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Table 1. CSL boundaries in cemented carbides

Σ value Misorientation angle Σ value Misorientation angle

Σ2 90° Σ22a 32.764°

Σ4 60° Σ22b 45.207°

Σ5 53.130° Σ22c 83.745°

Σ7a-1 21.787° Σ23a 50.918°

Σ7a-2 81.787° Σ23b 66.694°

Σ7a-3 46.567° Σ25a 51.684°

Σ7b 81.790° Σ25b 73.740°

Σ10a 36.870° Σ25c 91.146°

Σ10b 69.513° Σ28a 21.790°

Σ11 76.863° Σ28b 38.210°

Σ13a 27.796° Σ31 42.100°

Σ13a-near 30° Σ37 69.430°

Σ13b 32.204° Σ43 75.180°

Σ13c 67.380° Σ49 16.430°

Σ14a 41.410° Σ52a 27.800°

Σ14b 92.047° Σ52b 87.800°

Σ16a 57.910° Σ61 52.660°

Σ16b 82.819° Σ67 24.420°

Σ17a 28.072° Σ73 71.640°

Σ17b 63.821° Σ76a 73.170°

Σ19a 13.174° Σ76b 13.170°

Σ19b 46.826° Σ79 26.010°

Σ19c 74.742° Σ91a 49.580°

Σ20a 28.955° Σ91b 66.010°

Σ20b 76.997° Σ97 89.410°

behaviour at both fabrication and employment stage,

and shape anisotropy (for example, the equiaxed-like

or plate-like morphology of carbide crystals) [25–27]

can be regarded as the consequence of population differ-

ence of different crystallographic planes. On a statistical

level, performance control of cemented carbides via op-

timization of anisotropies at boundary locations is the

so-called “grain boundary engineering” [28,29], which

mainly considers CSL boundaries with Σ values lower

than 30.

From the perspective of methodology, electron

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is the technique that

transfers the detected Kikuchi patterns to the crystal

orientation information via the Hough conversion. The

orientation of carbide crystals and in-turn, orientation

difference across the carbide/carbide grain boundaries

(i.e. misorientation) can be measured via EBSD [30,31].

Besides, more structural information in cemented car-

bides, e.g. carbide grain growth during sintering [32],

carbide size [33,34], contiguity of carbide phases [35],

crack propagation along boundaries [36], hardness of

cemented carbides [37], response to plastic deformation

[38] and wear behaviour [39], can also be analysed from

planar EBSD datasets.

It should be noted that EBSD technique for charac-

terizing cemented carbides has underwent rapid devel-

opment in the past decade. As to measurement hard-

ware, EBSD compatible with focused ion beam (FIB)

[40,41] or broad ion beam (BIB) [42] provides se-

rial EBSD datasets and makes 3D structural character-

ization (3D EBSD) possible; in situ EBSD technique

[43,44] makes real-time and dynamic observing prac-

ticable; and EBSD incorporated with scanning trans-

mission electron microscopy (STEM) [45] enhances the

resolution of EBSD datasets. As to computational ap-

proaches, interface structures [46–48], surface energy

[49] and sliding resistance [50] for specific boundaries

can be modelled and investigated, and new computa-

tional techniques [51–53] have enabled mutual corrob-

oration with virtual EBSD measurements.

To evaluate techniques for characterizing crystals in

cemented carbides, several factors should be taken into

account: i) the speed for data collecting, or how many

crystals can be recorded per time, ii) the floor limit about

the grain size, which would determine the precision of

the collected data and iii) the info capacity of the data,

that is, what kind of structural info can be obtained from

the data. For EBSD technique, if the data is based on a

certain number of crystals, orientation texture of crys-

tals can be characterized. Furthermore, since there also

exist boundary networks between crystals, correspond-

ingly, there should exist orientation texture of bound-

ary planes. Therefore, this work mainly concerns: i)

boundary attributes including lattice structure and orien-

tation textures in cemented carbides and ii) characteriz-

ing approaches and their applications for boundaries in
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cemented carbides. For readers’ convenience, experi-

mental results in this work come from randomly se-

lected cemented carbide samples without definite rela-

tionship, while these samples have no overlap with the

previous reports.

II. The principle of the FPA method

Compared to abundant studies about orientation

texture of crystals, studies about orientation texture

of boundary planes in polycrystalline remain limited.

Since year 2000, the five parameter analysis (FPA)

method, developed by Carnegie Mellon University, has

received broader applications and has validated its ve-

racity for studying orientation texture of boundary

planes in various subjects. The so-called “five param-

eter(s)” means that in order to completely characterize

the orientation of a boundary plane, five macroscopic

degrees of freedom (for describing rotation axis, rota-

tion angle and boundary plane normal) should be con-

sidered [54]. In the FPA method, five angular parame-

ters are commonly used: three angular parameters (for

example, three Eulerian angles) are used to describe the

misorientation across the boundary plane (in FPA, they

are marked as ∆g), and the remaining two angular pa-

rameters are used to describe the direction of bound-

ary plane normal in the crystallographic frame (in FPA,

they are remarked as n) [55,56]. As a statistical ap-

proach, the FPA method does not characterize detailed

crystallographic attributes of a specific boundary, but

presents statistical information correlated to misorien-

tations across boundary planes.

Table 2. Requirement of line segments of the FPA method

Lattice symmetry

Line segments number
requirement

λ(∆g, n) mode λ(n) mode

cubic 0.5 × 104 0.2 × 104

hexagonal 20 × 104 0.5 × 104

tetragonal 45 × 104 1 × 104

trigonal 180 × 104 1 × 104

There are two major modes for the FPA method: i)

when all the five angular parameters are taken into ac-

count then the λ(∆g, n) mode is suitable for studying the

orientation texture for boundary planes with a specific

misorientation and ii) when the misorientation is aver-

aged (or, ignored), the λ(n) mode is suitable for study-

ing the orientation texture for habit planes. Requirement

of line segments number differs according to the lattice

symmetry and the working mode (Table 2). For λ(∆g, n)

mode, a program named GBToolBox facilitates the cali-

bration of occurring locations of the geometrically char-

acteristic boundaries, and the program would define the

boundary structure as twist, tilt, 180°-twist (symmetric)

or 180°-tilt (improperly quasi-symmetric) [57,58].

The use of the FPA method in cemented carbides has

been elaborated in Ref. [59–61]. For readers’ conve-

nience, taking λ(∆g, n) mode of Σ2 boundary as an ex-

ample, the basic steps for the FPA method can be sum-

marized as:

(1) Before the FPA method: i) observe enough crystal

pairs that have indistinguishable misorientations, with

crystals oriented differently with respect to the observa-

tion plane, ii) the collected planar EBSD data undergoes

a clean-up procedure to ensure the reliable orientation

assignments for small carbide crystals and iii) enough

line segments are extracted from the orientation map ac-

cording to the misorientation across the boundary and

are associated with the crystal orientations.

(2) During the FPA method: i) each line segment gen-

erates a set of possible boundary planes that contain

this line segment, ii) classify the probability, that is, the

probability that each boundary plane set contains the

true boundary plane is one, while the probability that

each boundary plane set include any arbitrary plane is

less than one, iii) give multiple observations of the same

type of bicrystal, that is, concentrate on the bicrystals

with 90°/[101̄0] misorientation relationship in this ex-

ample, and as the consequence, true Σ2 boundary planes

would make up a relatively larger fraction in the accu-

mulated data than that of the random boundary planes,

and can in-turn be identified as peaks in the distribution

and iv) remove the inhomogeneous background caused

by the incorrect planes and therefore, the ratios of the

observed line lengths can specify the relative areas of

Σ2 boundary type, that is, λ(∆g, n) of Σ2 boundary.

(3) After the FPA method, i.e. visualization of the

FPA result: λ(∆g, n) means that the statistically anal-

ysed orientation texture of boundary planes and the out-

comes are plotted as a pole plot according to the follow-

ing steps: i) spherical projection of the boundary plane

normals in the crystallographic frame (Fig. 1a), ii) the

corresponding stereographic projection (Fig. 1b), iii) in

the pole plot, orientation preference of boundary plane

normals can be classified and the corresponding texture

intensities can be calibrated in units of multiples of a

random distribution (MRD, Fig. 1c) and iv) analyse the

boundary structure by comparing it with the GBTool-

Box result of the corresponding misorientation relation-

ship (Fig. 1d).

III. Application of λ(∆g, n) mode to cemented
carbide

As stated before, the λ(∆g, n) mode takes both ∆g and

n into account and the corresponding result illustrates

the orientation texture for boundary planes with the in-

vestigated misorientation.

To read a single λ(∆g, n) pole plot, three elements

should be highly evaluated:

(1) The peak position, which would illustrate the

boundary structure, in other words, the most fre-

quently occurred boundary plane normal would show

the structural feature of that misorientation (according

to whether it is exactly located at or slightly deviates

from the ideal position): taking Fig. 1c as an example
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Figure 1. Visualization of the FPA result: a) spherical projection of the boundary plane normals in the crystallographic frame;
b) the corresponding stereographic projection; c) orientation texture of Σ2 boundary planes, with locations corresponding to

the (0001) and (101̄0) orientations indicated by hexagon and oval, respectively, and with units of the contours marked by MRD
and d) the calculated locations of the geometrically characteristic boundaries of the Σ2 boundary via GBToolBox,

with the c/a ratio of tungsten carbide set as
√

20/21, and with red for twist, cyan for tilt, blue for 180°-twist,
green for 180°-tilt boundary locations

Figure 2. An observed coexistence of near-twist and
180°-twist configurations of Σ2 boundary in an

under-sintered sample

and by comparing with the geometrically characteristic

locations shown in Fig. 1d, it can be observed that the

peak of the distribution is at the position of the corre-

sponding [101̄0] misorientation axis; in turn, it can be

inferred that the Σ2 boundary plane is perpendicular to

the common rotation axis of the crystal pair, and there-

fore, the boundary has a pure twist configuration. Ac-

cording to Fig. 1d, if the peak locates along the great

circle perpendicular to the [101̄0] misorientation axes,

the Σ2 boundary would show a tilt configuration in this

case; and if the peak is at the (1̄21̄3) position, the Σ2

boundary would show a 180°-twist symmetric structure,

and such case has been verified in some under-sintered

samples. Note that various Σ2 boundary structures can

coexist in a sample and their corresponding peaks can be

found simultaneously in a λ(∆g, n) pole plot (Fig. 2 as

an example). Also note that Fig. 1d is obtained after the

c/a ratio of tungsten carbide is virtually set as
√

20/21.

When the c/a ratio of tungsten carbide is hypothetically
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Figure 3. The calculated locations of the geometrically
characteristic boundaries of the Σ2 boundary, with the c/a
ratio of tungsten carbide set as 1, and with red for twist,

cyan for tilt, blue for 180°-twist, green for 180°-tilt
boundary locations

set as 1, the geometrical locations of the Σ2 boundary

are kept almost the same due to the angular resolution

(Fig. 3).

(2) The MRD value at the related peak position,

which would show the “population” (or the occurring

frequency of that misorientation) by comparing with

random boundaries, and the result would illustrate the

orientation texture of boundary planes. Accordingly, the

MRD value can be used to compare the occurring fre-

quency of various boundary types in a single sample

(Fig. 2 as an example) and it can also be used to com-

pare the occurring frequency of one boundary type in a

series of samples.
(3) The spreads between the peak positions, which

would illustrate the existence of crystal rotation along

specific zone axis and towards specific poles. Taking Σ2

twist boundary as an example: it has been well docu-

mented that Σ2 boundaries originate from the bound-

aries in the starting powder and their population is re-

duced during sintering. Moreover, the Σ2 boundaries are

more prone to be evolved in the coalescence of low-

energy crystallographic facets during sintering. There-

fore, for the Σ2 twist boundary, the spreads between

(101̄0) and (1̄010) poles reveal the crystal rotation re-

sulting from the coalescence of carbide grains. If car-

bide grains were more facilitated to rotate, there would

be less spreads between (101̄0) and (1̄010) poles, and

vice versa. Figure 4 is an example: in a unit of vol-

ume, if the carbide size is fine enough (sometimes such

case can be achieved via addition of grain growth in-

hibitors, GGI), the carbide crystals are facilitated to ro-

tate to form Σ2 twist boundaries, causing poor spreads

between (101̄0) and (1̄010) poles (Fig. 4a); if the car-

bide size becomes larger, the crystal rotation becomes a

little bit harder, causing slight spreads between (101̄0)

and (1̄010) poles (schematic Fig. 4b); if the carbide

size is too large and makes the crystal rotation harder,

Figure 4. Larger carbide size causes harder crystal rotation to form Σ2 twist boundary and stronger spreads between (101̄0)
and (1̄010) poles. For each case, the inverse pole figure (IPF) map with orientation legend is shown above, with the

corresponding λ(∆g, n) of Σ2 shown underneath: (a) the case of smaller carbide size; (b) the case of
moderate carbide size; (c) the case of larger carbide size
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Figure 5. The idealized polygon for describing the average three-dimensional shape: a) merely consider (0001) and (101̄0)
planes, b) comprehensively consider multiple planes and c) the relative area of each habit plane corresponds

to the MRD value in the λ(n) pole plot in the fundamental zone

the spreads between (101̄0) and (1̄010) poles become

stronger (Fig. 4c).

IV. Application of λ(n) mode in cemented carbide

As stated before, the λ(n) mode means the misorien-

tation parameters are ignored or averaged and the cor-

responding result illustrates the orientation texture of

habit planes.

The concept of habit planes should be addressed here.

If a phase transition is involved, habit plane should refer

to the crystallographic plane that has a specific mutual

orientation relationship between the parent phase and

the new phase. However, according to reference [62],

habit plane also refers to the plane of the plate of a plate-

shaped crystal, or the crystal habits [63].

Tungsten carbide belongs to the hexagonal D6h sym-

metry, where the (0001) basal facet and the (101̄0) pris-

matic facet are the two most common habit planes.

Since the λ(n) mode of the FPA method can illustrate

the occurring frequencies of these habit planes, the in-

terface area aspect ratio, or, the ratio between the rela-

tive area of the (0001) basal plane to the relative area of

the (101̄0) prismatic plane, can be calculated [64]. Note

that since the λ(n) mode counts more than 0.5 × 104

line segments, the interface area aspect ratio depicts the

average three-dimensional shape of a batch of carbide

crystals. Also note that via the MRD values of typical

habit planes in a λ(n) pole plot, the shape anisotropy, i.e.

equiaxed-like or plate-like feature of the covered car-

bide crystals, can be reflected.

There exist multiple habit planes other than (0001)

and (101̄0) planes. Accordingly, the idealized poly-

gon for describing the average three-dimensional shape

should contain not only (0001) basal and (101̄0) pris-

matic planes, but also the crystallographic planes be-

tween them [65–67]. For example: habit planes be-

tween (101̄0) prismatic planes, habit planes between

one (101̄0) prismatic and one (0001) basal planes, as

well as the “vertex” planes between two (101̄0) pris-

matic and one (0001) basal planes. To read a single λ(n)

pole plot, the peak positions show the Miller indices of

the most frequently occurred habit planes, and the cor-

responding MRD values show the relative population

or the relative area of each habit planes (Fig. 5). It is

not hard to imagine that if the habit planes have similar

relative area, the studied carbide crystals would show

an equiaxed-like shape; otherwise, the studied carbide

crystals would show obvious shape anisotropy, for ex-

ample, plate-like morphology.

V. Application of the FPA method to serial
cemented carbide samples

Both the λ(∆g, n) mode and the λ(n) mode of the FPA

method can be used to a series of samples, and the re-

sults can illustrate the change of grain boundary char-

acter distribution (GBCD) along with the variation of

processing/application factors.

For the λ(∆g, n) mode, processing factors that have

been studied include different carbide size [68,69], dif-

ferent binder phases [70–72], different densification

mechanisms [73,74], different binder fraction [75] and

different sintering temperature [76]. Meanwhile, the

existing literature mainly considers the alteration of

GBCD under plastic deformation [77–81].

For the λ(n) mode, the average three-dimensional

shape of the studied crystals can be described via an ide-

alized polygon, and the shape anisotropy of the studied

crystals can be characterized. The shape anisotropy in

cemented carbides has complicated origins, and strange-

shaped carbide crystals in cemented carbides can often

be observed. For various habit planes, their correspond-

ing driving forces for plane developing are different, that

is, the development of carbide crystals along various

habit planes is anisotropic.
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Figure 6. The carbide/carbide boundaries with misorientation angle between 70° and 90°: a) the misorientation angle statistics
in blue line, with the dash line representing a randomly oriented case and b) the λ(n) statistics of these boundaries

As stated before, in situ tensile EBSD observation

to cemented carbide has been realized. Due to the high

hardness requirement of fixture appliance, in situ com-

pressed EBSD observation in cemented carbide is rel-

atively difficult at the current stage. Nevertheless, ap-

plying the FPA method at each in situ observing node

could expatiate the real-time evolution of GBCD along

with the alteration of microstructure.

VI. Boundary sort methods before using the FPA
method

In practice, boundaries with specific attributes need to

be investigated alone. Accordingly, boundary subset (in

which boundaries have the same attributes) needs to be

sorted out from the whole boundaries. The background

data of an EBSD dataset is a text file, in which each

line corresponds to a line segment in the EBSD dataset,

while each line contains detailed information of that line

segment, and therefore, the whole boundaries can be di-

vided into different subsets according to the informa-

tion:

(1) Each line contains the crystal orientation on the

two sides of the line segment and accordingly, the whole

boundaries can be divided into subsets according to the

misorientation across the line segment. For example:

the whole boundaries can be divided into Σ2 boundary

subset (match the 90°/[101̄0] misorientation) and rest

boundary subset (do not match the 90°/[101̄0] misori-

entation).

(2) According to the misorientation across the line

segment, the whole boundaries can also be divided into

subsets according to the misorientation angle range. For

example: the whole boundaries can be divided into sub-

set (have the misorientation angle between 85 ∼ 95°)

and rest subset (have the misorientation angle other than

85 ∼ 95°).

(3) Each line contains phase attribute on the two

sides of the line segment and accordingly, the whole

boundaries can be divided into subsets corresponding

to carbide/carbide grain boundaries, binder/binder grain

boundaries and carbide/binder phase boundaries, re-

spectively.

(4) Specific subsets in which each line segment has

multiple attributes can be sorted out from the whole

boundaries via judging whether that line segment sat-

isfies multiple conditions. Figure 6 is an example: the

carbide/carbide grain boundaries whose misorientation

angle values are between 85° and 95° can be sorted

out from the whole boundaries, and their corresponding

λ(n) pole plot can then be counted.

(5) Each line also contains the coordinates of the start

and end points of the line segment, with the length and

the trace angle of that line segment. Meanwhile, the

line number means the population of the line segment.

Therefore, stereological statistics can be performed to

each subset, including: number fraction, length frac-

tion, number density (number of that boundary type per

square micron), length density (length of that boundary

type per square micron), average length (total length di-

vided by total number of that boundary type) and triple

junction density (number of a certain triple junction

type per square micron). Each parameter has the prac-

tical meaning, for example, the average length of car-

bide/binder phase boundaries would illustrate the wet-

ting effect of binder phase to carbide crystals. Therefore,

the outcome of these stereological statistics would quan-

titatively illustrate the components as well as spatial

distribution features of boundaries, and in turn would

provide significant clues for surveying the structure-

property relationship of cemented carbides.

VII. Summaries

This work reviews the interdisciplinary approach of

simultaneous use of the statistical FPA method and the

GBCD in cemented carbides.

(1) There exist crystals as well as boundary networks

and consequently there exist orientation texture of crys-

tals as well as orientation texture of boundary planes. 50

kinds of CSL boundaries can occur theoretically in ce-

mented carbides, and Σ2 boundary that has a 90°/[101̄0]
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misorientation is the most frequently occurring bound-

ary type in cemented carbides.

(2) In the FPA method, three Eulerian angles (marked

as ∆g) are used to describe the misorientation across the

boundary plane, and two angular parameters (marked as

n) are used to describe the direction of boundary plane

normal in the crystallographic frame.

(3) The λ(∆g, n) mode of the FPA method takes both

∆g and n into account and the corresponding result illus-

trates the orientation texture for boundary planes with

the specific misorientation. The peak position, the MRD

value and the spreads between the peak positions should

be evaluated in a λ(∆g, n) pole plot.

(4) The λ(n) mode of the FPA method ignores ∆g and

merely takes n into account and accordingly, the result

illustrates the orientation texture of habit planes and in

turn, the shape anisotropy of carbide crystals.

(5) Both the λ(∆g, n) mode and the λ(n) mode of the

FPA method can be used in a series of samples, and the

results can illustrate the change of GBCD along with the

variation of processing/application factors.

(6) The whole boundaries can be divided into differ-

ent subsets according to the specific misorientation re-

lationship, misorientation angle range, or the phase at-

tribute on the two sides of the boundary plane. Along

with new stereological statistics from planar EBSD data,

boundary sort methods before use of the FPA method

facilitate the investigation of boundaries with specific

attributes. In all, the interdisciplinarity between the FPA

method and the GBCD develops the knowledge about

the structure-property relationship in cemented carbide.
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